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Three ways...
...that emotional engagement
can strengthen your
recruitment efforts

Introduction
The process of identifying, recruiting, and ultimately
enrolling students into your institution has become a
highly analytical experience. Understanding those same
analytics, however, provides evidence that there is still a
very important, personalized aspect of the recruitment
process that cannot be forgotten: Emotional
engagement.
According to studies by Dr. Gerald Zaltman of Harvard
University, primarily responsible for mind, brain and
behavior research, 95 percent of consumer decisions
happen at the subconscious level. While having the
right majors, tuition price point and postgraduation
employment rates are all factors in a student’s college
choice, their decision does not end there.
Creating an emotional attachment between your
institution and prospective students can heavily
influence their final enrollment decision.
Outside of higher education, the importance of
customer engagement has been gaining significant
traction for years. After the 2008 market collapse,
understanding customer engagement became a top
priority. In a 2014 Gallup study researchers
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“If you’re creating a compelling
experience and emotional
connection with your prospective
students, their pull to your
institution is strengthened.”

identified that, regardless of sector, customers who are
fully engaged advocates with a company represent a
23 percent premium of relationship growth. In higher
education, this essentially means that if you’re creating
a compelling experience and emotional connection
with your prospective students, their pull to your
institution is strengthened.
Below we will explore three important reasons why
increasing emotional engagement can improve your
recruitment efforts.
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1
Emotional engagement
develops well-rounded
understanding of prospects

1.

Emotional engagement develops well-rounded
understandings of prospects

By using an emotionally engaging recruitment method,
your office will be pushed to develop better ways
of connecting with prospects. In identifying unique
characteristics about your prospective student pool, you
can employ targeted recruitment efforts based on these
insights. Additionally, your office will develop a trove of
highly-useful information that is distinct from the data
received through more traditional practices.
How it works
Take Ally: a high school senior with a weighted GPA
of 3.4 and an interest in pursuing a nursing degree.
Traditional recruitment methods would stop here, but
intentionally creating opportunities to learn more about
her will set your recruitment efforts apart from those
of your competitors. So, perhaps you discover that Ally
loves improvisation groups, and one of her biggest
concerns is finding places with gluten-free options.
This information helps your enrollment management
team create emotional connections by actively seeking
out ways to help Ally feel confident that her concerns
will be met and that she will find her place.
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Put It In Action
Once you’ve obtained this diverse information about
prospects, it’s important to use it effectively. Don’t
just let Ally know you’re aware of the highly personal
aspects she’s weighing in her decision. Act on it.
Have a current student send her a handwritten note
sharing her experience finding gluten-free options
on and around campus. Mail her a flier from campus
advertising an improvisation group. Proactively solidify
that emotional connection.

Bonus tip
Make sure your recruiters are effectively using
the CRM platform to keep detailed notes
of this information. By making these details
readily available for anyone pulling up the
prospective student’s information, the student
can experience a personal touch from the
entire campus, not just one recruiter.
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2.

Emotional engagement maximizes the impact
of using different communication channels

Sure, you have all of these communication channels
at your disposal, but are you utilizing them effectively?
Take advantage of the copious amounts of detailed
information you’ve learned about your prospective
students. Continue to increase their emotional
attachment to your institution by effectively
employing various communication methods.
If ever there were message intended for social media,
it is highly emotional content. By managing the
emotional experience you cultivate through your
outward facing communication, you maximize the
connection felt by your prospective students.
How it works
Engage your prospective students by highlighting
important events through social media platforms:
the memories they’ve made while coming to campus,
sharing traditions they’ll soon be a part of, and
recognizing them for achievements at their high
schools or community colleges.

recently the recipient of a scholarship awarded to
students who actively volunteer in the community.
Take to social media to remind her of the fun she
had on campus or to show your pride that a potential
incoming student of yours was recognized for such
a great achievement.

Bonus tip
One of the most effective mediums for
creating emotional engagement is video.
Whether you’re giving a glimpse of campus
life to far-away students who are unable to
visit or providing an insight into well-known
campus traditions, video can create one of the
most compelling connections for students.
Quality video that doesn’t appear salesoriented is key and often it is best to utilize
professional services for many such projects.

Put It In Action
Back to our example student, Ally. She attended an
Open House event on campus in the fall and was
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3.

Actively seek out emotionally engaging
messaging and experiences

So you have the prospective students and you have
the platform to reach out and create that emotional
connection. Do you have the right content to seal the
deal, though? The process of creating compelling,
emotionally engaging messaging for your prospective
students begins long before you connect with them for
the first time.
It is important to create experiences that cultivate
those emotional memories and personal connections.
Consider adding a “photo stop” to a beautiful part of
your campus tour or playing a college-themed version
of Simon Says during the welcoming of an Open
House event.

“Creating emotionally
engaging messaging for your
prospective students begins
long before you connect with
them for the first time.”
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How it works
When you create these unique buy-in experiences and
know when they will occur, you can be ready to capture
them in high-quality ways. Creating compelling, short
videos that remind prospective students of the silly
game they were a part of during an Open House or
utilizing a “throwback Thursday” moment on social
media to post a picture of their “photo stop” reinforces
those emotional connections that may have faded
somewhat in the months that have passed.
Put it in action
Lucky you! Ally came to one of your institution’s fall
Open House events. It’s April now and financial aid
packages have been sent out, students are feeling the
pressure to make decisions, and Ally is torn on what
to do. Remember how Ally played a game of “HORSE”
on the basketball court with the mascot at that Open
House? She might have forgotten and this is a perfect
time to post that little video snippet on your social
media platforms recalling the fun. Maybe even a fun
caption like, “Ally may have ended up the HORSE, but
we hope she’ll soon become a Bulldog! (or whatever
your mascot is).”
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Conclusion
As higher education recruitment continues to utilize
increasingly impressive analytics, it’s important to
remember the importance of creating emotionally
engaging relationships with prospects. Yes, recruitment
offices are in a constant search for ways to do more with
fewer and fewer departmental resources.
It is imperative to recognize, though, that the inherent,
subconscious desire to belong and feel connected will
create opportunities for increased yield and retention.
By utilizing these tips and action items, your office
can help create lasting, impactful connections with
prospective students. That emotional engagement pays
off in important ways when it comes time to
make a college decision.
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“By utilizing these tips and action
items, your office can help create
lasting, impactful connections
with prospective students.”
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Want more information?
StudentBridge helps colleges and universities
worldwide attract and retain the right kinds
of students.
Our digital engagement platforms help deliver essential
content, and foster the emotional connection needed
for a student to make a decision.

LEARN MORE

APPLY
VISIT
REQUEST INFO

Sam,

Start your journey
at SB University

Discover more.
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